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1,1 This section provides REA. borrowers, consulting engineers, contractors, and other interested parties 
with technical information for use in the design and construction of REA borrowers' telephone systems. 

It provides in particular technical information on the "one-man" open-circuit structural return loss method 
when making measurements required in REA Bulletin 383-2, "Acceptance Tests--Outside Plan\" and in the Con
struction Contract, REA Form 511_, as part of the final acceptance testing of loaded subscriber loop plant. 

1.2 The basic intent of this section is to accomplish the following: 

(a) Verify the absence or presence of major impedance irregularities. 
(b) Provide information on the method of measurement and test equipment 

required. 
(c) Provide the telephone company with a record which can be used for 

routine plant maintenance or in cases of trouble. 

This section does not provide information on corrective action needed if the expected performance does not 
materialize. In those cases where corrective action is needed, reference should be made to REA TE & CM-433, 
"Detection and Location of Impedance Irregularities 11• Information on acceptance tests for subscriber loop 
voice frequency repeaters is contained in REA TE & CM-434, "Acceptance Tests for Loaded Subscriber Loops -
"One-Man" Method for Testing Voice Frequency Repeaters at the Central Office", ➔!-

1.3 The one-man structural return loss measurements described herein will verify the absence or presence 
of major,impedance irregularities in the as-built plant. Correction of construction errors, if re

quired, can thus be made before installation of the repeaters and eliminate division of responsibility for 
repeater performance, REA Bulletin 383-2, "Acceptance Tests--Outside Plant)' and the REA Construction 
Contract, REA Form 511Jestablish structural return loss measurements as a requirement for outside plant 
acceptance testing for loaded subscriber loops with or without voice frequency repeaters. It is the purpose 
of this section to describe the methods for making these measurements, and to provide a basis for inter
preting the results, 

1,4 The one-man method is intended primarily for use on subscriber loops. From strictly a technical 
standpoint, however, the method itself could be used for trunk applications or at any time that mea

surements of structural return loss are required, The measurement procedure discussed herein is valid for 
D-66 loaded loops with exchange type cable having uniform or mixed gauges and for those D-66 loops having 
non-loaded cable or open wire or both for end-sections. The "one-man" method does not apply to circuits 
derived entirely by non-loaded cable or open wire conductors or combinations thereof. For H-88 loaded 
cables, the procedures discussed in this section should be used as a guideline at best because a rigorous 
analysis is not possible with the "one-man" method, This is because existing H-88 plant had been built 
to different transmission standards and it is not possible to account for all the variations to be found, 
In general,. however, the noise type of measurement discussed in paragraph 3,3 will yield more meaningful 
results than the single frequency method of paragraph 3,2 when used with H-88 loading. 

1,5 The unique characteristic in the method described herein is that only one man is required for the 
tests and he remains at the Central Office, When.making·the conventional structural return loss 

measurements, personnel are required at both ends of the circuit, at the sending and terminating ends. 
For testing subscriber loops, tpe latter method would be economically unattractive because the tests 
must be made from the end of each subscriber loop, In the "one-man" method, the far end of the subscriber 
loop is left unterminated (i.e~open-circuited) and, therefore, no test personnel are required at this end. 
The tests can be made for the entire line or part of the line with or without telephone sets connected and 

,t These two Sections will be issu3d at a later date. 
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with or without ringers on the line, The only requirement is that the measurement be made with the 
telephone set in the on-hook condition and that the office equipment be toothpicked out, The presence 
of bridged ringers (or divided-to-ground ringers) does not affect the accuracy of the measurement because 
of the relatively high impedance of the ringers in the range of voice frequencies, 

1,6 The emphasis on obtaining and maintaining correctly loaded cables, free from the adverse effects of 
impedance irregularities is dictated by the increasing application of two-way electronic gain de

vices such as provided by negative resistance voice frequency repeaters, If the design gains are to be 
realized without singing, hollo,mess or echo, attention nmst be paid to the line regularity characteris
tics, The performance of the repeater equipment depends not only on its design characteristics but also 
on the electric characteristics of the outside plant facilities on which they operate, Because voice 
frequency repeaters are obtained on a guaranteed performance basis from other than those who construct 
the outside plant facilities, it is essential that structural return loss measurements be made on the 
outside plant facilities, prior to the installation of the repeaters to assure their suitability for 
repeater application, 

1,7 It is to be emphasized that the practice of making plant acceptance tests and the systematic re
cording of the data provided in Tables I and II herein not only assures that the as-built outside 

plant is as engineered but it also provides the telephone company with a record which can be used for 
maintenance in testing the loops on a routine basis or when problems arise, 

2, PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF ONE-MAN STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS TEST 

2.1 A characteristic of D-66 loaded cables is that their atterruation up to approximately 3500 Hz is 
directly proportional to the d.c.resistance in the cable, The greater the resistance in the cable 

the greater will be the attenuation, in the same proportion. For example, a length of loaded cable which 
has twice the resistance when compared to another loaded cable will also have approximately twice the loss. 
In the midband frequencies of a D-66 loaded cable, between approximately 1000 Hz and 3000 Hz where the 
loss is practically independent of frequency, the relationship between attenuation and line resistance is 
such that for every 100 ohms of outside plant loop resistance the cable loss is approximately ,45 db, At 
4000 Hz this becomes 0.55 db for every 100 ohms of resistance, approximately. The resistance referred to 
above includes the d, c,resistance of the cable conductors and the d,c.resistance in the loading coils. It 
also assumes that the loading coil resistance is a very small fraction of the cable resistance, which is 
the case in practice, The resistance loss relationship in loaded cables holds true for uniform gauge 
cables such as all 22 gauge plants or all 24 gauge plants, etc,, or for mixtures of different gauges such 
as 24, 22, and 19 provided that no major impedance irregularities exist. 

2.2 Another important characteristic when measuring the return loss in loaded cables is that the total 
return loss referred to the point of measurement is always equal to the sum of twice the attenua

tion of the cable (referred to as the round-trip loss) plus the terminal return loss between the charac
teristic impedance of the cable and the terminating impedance. The above obviously means that any time 
a return loss measurement is made on a cable the measurement includes an attenuation loss component and a 
return loss component proper. If the termination at the far end is removed so that the far end now looks 
like an open circuit, a return loss measurement can still be made, but the terminal return loss component 
now becomes zero because a return loss value corresponding to an open circuit (infinite impedance) or to a 
short circuit (zero impedance) is zero. It follows, therefore, that if a loaded cable is being measured 
for return loss and its far end is open circuited (or short circuited), the resulting return loss at the 
measuring point is really twice the attenuation of the line. That is, the test signal travels down the 
line where it encounters a one hundred percent reflection and returns to the sending end having undergone 
an attenuation equal to twice the loss of the line, 

2.3 If a return loss value is obtained which is twice the attenuation as discussed above, the loaded 
cable can be considered to contain no major irregularities because the test signal in traversing 

the line has undergone an attenuation which is twice the normal line loss expected. If, however, the 
value of return loss obtained at the test point is less than the round-trip attenuation expected, the 
inference is that the line nmst contain irregularities. The effect of the irregularities is that they do 
not allow the entire signal to reach the far end of the line and a part of it is reflected towards the 
originating point nmch sooner resulting in a lower loss, The lower the value of the return loss the 
closer the irregularity (ies) is to the point of measurement. For example, a loaded cable under test 
whose one-way attenuation is 10 db but whose measured one-man return loss is 5 db would be judged to con
tain one or more substantial irregularities, in all probability very close to the test point, On the other 
hand, a line under test with a round-trip attenuation of 20 db having a measured return loss of 19 db would 
be considered acceptable but could, nevertheless, contain non-major irregularities at the far end of the 
line (e.g~ a 7 KF end-section for example). 

2 .4 As discussed in paragraph 4 below some do,mward adjustment to the expected measured return loss nmst 
be made to account for the long far end sections and other dissimilarities encountered in real.prac

tice which tend to make the loaded loop non-symmetrical. 
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2.5 Good results can also be obtained if the far end of the loop is short circuited. The reason that this 
method is not preferred, obviously, is because additional personnel would be required for placing the 

"short" termination and not for technical reasons. 

3. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT AND TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 

3,1 Two methods of measurement are discussed in REA TE & CM-445, "How to Make Structural Return Loss Mea-
surements", The first uses the conventional discrete single frequency method between 200 to 3500 Hz 

while the second method uses white noise as the test signal, The same two methods can also be used for 
making the one-man SRL measurements described herein except that the frequency range is between 1000 to 
3700 Hz. When using the noise method, the expected one-way loss is approximately ,45 db for every one hun
dred ohms (0,9 db per 100 ohms round-trip) of cable resistance and it should be noted this is the value 
which also applies at mid-band when making the single frequency measurements. The advantage of the noise 
measurement is that one reading only is required and, therefore, the measurements can be made more rapidly, 
Its disadvantage is that it does not allow as many loading sections to be measured accurately as the single 
frequency technique. This is because the effective band of the noise method is 500 to 2500 Hz, approximately, 
and while several types of irregularities can show up in this frequency range, several other types do not. 
Therefore, the white noise method becomes, in general, more limiting than the single frequency method, Assum
ing accurate load spacing, good cable mutual capacitance and 0,5 end-sections (at both ends) the noise mea
surement could be used for H-88 loaded plant. 

3,2 When using the single frequency method the following equipment will be needed: one oscillator, one a, c. 
voltmeter, one coil hybrid, one D-66 precision balancing network and one variable capacitor, This test 

equipment and/or its equivalent are shown in Figures 3 and 4, A Siemens-Halske level tracer or its equiva
lent can be used in place of the oscillator, the a, c, voltmeter and the hybrid coil. 

3,3 When using the noise method the following test equipment will be needed: one noise generator, one noise 
measuring set, one coil hybrid, one D-66 precision balancing network and one variable capacitor., This 

test equipment and/or its equivalent are shm-m in Figures 5 and 6. 

3,4 The basic theory underlying structural return loss measurements is discussed in REA TE & CM-445 and 
reference should be made to that section. The step-by-step measurement procedure, however, as it ap

plies to this section of the manual for the 11one-man 11 SRL tests are sho1-m in Figures 3 through 5. It should 
be noted that the only difference between the measurements shown in these Figures and those in Section 445 
is that no precision balancing network is used at the far cable end when using the "one-man" method, In all 
other respects, the measurement procedure is identical. 

4. EXPECTED MEASURED RESULTS 

4,1 The theoretical expected measured open circuit structural return loss is sh01-m in Figures 1 and 2 for 
uniform 24 gauge and 22 gauge cables, respectively, D-66 loaded. The information given in the Figures 

apply equally well to the frequency-by-frequency method or to the noise measurement. The chart is aITanged 
so that it can be used by knowing either the d,c, loop resistance in the outside plant or the number of load
ing coils. For example, assuming that a 22-D-66 loaded cable having 13 loading points was under test, the 
expected open circuit structural return loss by reference to Figure 2 is 18 db, Both Figures 1 and 2 assume 
that the far end-section is 2250 feet in length or approximately so, 

4,2 When testing D-66 loaded cables consisting of mixed gauges, the expected measured open circuit struc
tural return loss should be two times 0,45 or 0,9 db for every one hundred ohms outside plant d, c, 

loop resistance including the d,c,resistance in the loading coils. This value is also based on the far-end 
section being 2250 feet in length or approximately so, 

4,3 As indicated above, the measured open circuit return loss expected can only be as accurate as the de-
gree to which the d, c,loop resistance is kno1-m. In order to obtain the desired degree of accuracy of 

the d,c. loop resistance (including load coils) for both the acceptance tests and other purposes, particularly 
those related to future maintenance record requirements, careful coordination of engineering activities and 
constYUction is necessary, Such coordination can materially reduce the time required in obtaining the neces
sary data for conducting the tests. Accurate records of cable route lengths, for determining circuit lengths, 
based on cable sequential marking should be maintained and in some instances actual loop resistance measure
ments may be obtained at time of constYUction using a Wheatstone bridge or a Simpson Voltmeter or equivalent 
with an accuracy of+ 5 percent. (Such actual measurements at time of construction may serve several pur
poses, i. e •J provide for SRL tests, verify cable lengths, and provide data for future maintenance testing,) 
Accurate records of cable route length based on cable sequential marking provide an excellent means for de
termining d,c,loop resistance accurately because sequential cable marking accuracy is approximately+ 0,5 
percent. In other instances cable records based on actual d,c.loop resistance measurements will also result 
in excellent accuracy because the usual Wheatstone bridge accuracy is+ 0,1 percent. When existing plant 
records are used care should be taken to determine and verify their accuracy. The method for making d,c,loop 
resistance measurement when using the Wheatstone bridge is shown in REA TE & CM-451, Figure 15, 
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4,4 In loaded cables, the attenuation changes by about one percent for every 5 degree3 Fahrenh0it change 
in temperature. Therefore this factor should be accounted for when m3king measurements at different 

times of the year, The temperature effect will be of greater importan0e to aerial cables than to buried 
ones because the temperature variation in buried cables is minimal ranging from 30°F. to 55°F, annually, 
Therefore for buried cables a temperature of 55°F, can normally be assumed unless other, more reliable data 
is available such as direct ground measurement at cable depth, For aerial cables th9 air temperature can 
be used to estimate conductor temperature inside the sheath unless better data on conductor temperature is 
available, For desert areas temperatures as high as 140°F. are not unusual inside the cable sheath, 

4,5 The length of the far-end section will affect the expected measured results, If the end section is 
between 2000 to 4000 feet, the information in paragraphs 4,1 through 4,4 above applies with good 

accuracy, Where the end sections are longer than 4000 feet but not exceeding 12,000 feet, a good approxi
mation is obtained by adjusting the expected open circuit structural return loss value downward by approxi
mately one db, Where part of the far end-section of the loaded cable consists of open wire conductors, the 
open wire portion should be treated as having an equivalent length of one-tenth its measured physical length. 
Thus, an open wire end-section of 20 KF has an equivalent capacitance of 2 KF of exchange cable, 

4,6 The most practical limiting factor when making the open circuit structural return loss measurements is 
the electrical length of the loaded cable under test, When the loss of the cable becomes sufficiently 

great, it becomes difficult to detect the presence of irregularities near the far ends of the line, This is 
because of the high amount of the attenuation which will always be intervening, Even in the longest cables 
under test, however, irregularities closer in toward the testing end will always be visible and, therefore, 
valid results are obtained, From a voice frequency repeater standpoint, this is very desirable because the 
repeater will become unstable, and sing for irregularities much closer to it than those electrically more 
distant. The following practical rule of thumb can be used: When the one-way loss of the loaded cable under 
test becomes 10 db or greater it will be, in general, difficult to predict the presence of irregularities at 
the far end of the line. With lines having shorter electrical length than this it will be still difficult to 
determine the presence of a long end section less than 10 KF. End-sections which are longer than 12 KF can 
be identified reasonably well. This will be of particular importance where the line is only partially loaded, 
Several examples which are analyzed in paragraph 5,0 below, help illustrate these points, 

4,61 Theoretically the most limiting factor when making the one-man structural return loss test is the 
structural return loss proper of the cable (that is, that return loss which would be limiting at the 

critical frequency when the line is being measured with PBN1s at each end), It will not be possible, for 
exainple, to get meaningful results on a line whose one-way attenuation is 30 db because its two-way stnic
tural return loss becomes controlling, This consideration, however,·tends to be more of academic interest 
rather than of practical value because in actual subscriber loop applications the electrical one-way loss of 
the cable will be the controlling factor, With laboratory type artificial loaded lines having extremely high 
structural uniformity cases have been observed where the two-way structural return loss becomes the limitation 
on very long circuit lengths (starting at 3200 ohms approximately) not the electrical loss of the line as 
sho1-m in Figure 2, dotted line. 

4,7 Where circuits must be measured which are longer than the accuracy range of the one-man method the cable 
must be cut (or opened at pedestal or other access points) and the remaining portion tested by itself, 

The one-man SRL measurement can be made at either the Central Office end or the field location provided tlBt 
the end section the test hybrid is looking into is 0,5 or approximately so when the measurement is made at the 
field location, It is also possible for these longer circuits to employ the standard two-man method discussed 
in Section 445 using precision balancing networks at both ends, The two-man method will in all cases yield 
poor results, however, used at a field location when tlretest hybrid looks into a "long" end-section ( longer 
than 2500 to 3000 feet for the purposes of this measurement) because the loaded cable impedance at that point 
will tend to behave similar to a non-loaded cable impedance and the return loss 1-rill, obviously, be poor. In 
such cases the excess end-section nrust be disconnected or cut, Where the end-section is shorter than 2250 
feet it can be built-out to this value with a building-out capacitor, 

4,8 Where field mounted intermediate repeaters are being planned it is necessary to make the one-man SR.L 
measurement at the repeater location (not at the central office) because the circuits will be electri

call;',-- long when viewed from the Central Office as an entire line, In this case the measurement is made at 
the repeater location first looking into the cable portion facing the Central Office (with the Central Office 
equipment tooth picked-out) and in the second measurement looking into the cable facing the field or subscribe~· 
end, The results for each measurement should be analyzed separately, Measurements at the field location pose 
no difficult problems, inasmuch as battery powered oscillators, noise generators, and a, c, voltmeters are read-
ily available, When measuring at a field location and the end-sections at that location are "longer" or 
"shorter" than 2250 feet the procedure discussed in the last three sentences of paragraph lf, 7 above should be 
used, 

4,9 Best resultci will be obtained (thR.t is, good correlation between the expected results Hith the values 
measured) when the cable is of one gauge, one size, same manufacturer, and also the far end-section is 

approximately 0,5, Mixing gauges, cable sizes, (and in some instances cable of different manufacturers) will 
result in undesirable small reflections whose frequency characteristic and magnitude cannot be accurately 
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predicted. Because in subscriber loop applications the gauge may be uniform but the size most likely will 
not (because the cable size is tapering off towards the subscriber) some doimward adjustment of the expected 
value will be necessary to account for this. A davmward adjustment value of 1 db is considered adequate. 
When adding to the above the additional effect of long "end sections" the correlation can be considered good 
if the over-all value measured is within 2 to 3 db less than that expected. It is not always possible to 
assess the possible effects of mixing cables made by different manufacturers. This is because although the 
average value of the cable may be similar, the variations between individual pairs can be very much greater, 

4,91 In some instances expected results may not materialize due to bridge taps at the Central Office. 
Where the practice of bridged pairs at the office is employed bridge tap isolators (BTI's) are used 

as discussed in REA TE & CM-429, "Application and Use of Bridged Tap Isolators". The bridged tap including 
the BTI, which may be connected at the Central Office to a loaded pair, must be toWiydiscorinectect{reiiioved) 
when testing the loaded pair. BTI 1s connected at the far-end (after the last loading point) need not be dis
connected when the measurement is mEtde from the central office because in the unsaturated condition (no d. c, 
loop ct1rrent through them) they present a high enough impedance which does not affect the measurement. Such 
field mounted BTI1 s mi1st be disconnected, however, if the measurement is made at a field location, 

4,92 In most instances it will be entirely adequate to measure between 1000 to 3700 Hz. Any irregularities 
present will easily show up in this frequency region. In some other instances where mixed gauges are 

involved or where the circuits are extremely long or where phase relationships become complex, it may be well 
to consider a lower frequency starting value such as 500 Hz. For the overwhelming majority of the applications 
the 1000 to 3700 Hz range will be adequate. 

4,93 Noise is not normally expected to be a problem when making the one-man structural return loss measure-
ments because the test levels are sufficiently high at approximately O dbm input to the line. Even for 

the longest loop under test this should result in a very high signal-to-noise ratio. For example, if the 
noise level at the subscriber location is 25 dbrnc-C anj the one-way loss of the loop is 10 db then the signal
to-noise ratio at the test location is 55 db which is extremely good (25 dbrnc minus the line loss is subtracted 
from 90 minus twice the line loss). Nevertheless, in those very few cases where abnormally high noise levels 
are present (where the signal-to-noise ratio becomes 20 db or less) ind'1ctive coordination steps discussed in 
REA TE & CM-451 should be taken prior to the one-man acceptance tests. 

5. ILLUSTRATIVE K>CAMPLES AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

5,1 As a guide for analyzing the results of the one-man tests illustrative examples are shown, Illustrative 
Examples 1 - 5 use the single frequency method, whereas in Examples 6 and 7 the noise method is used, 

For the single frequency examples the reason that all peak and valley frequencies are shown is only for illus
tration. In actual practice only that frequency where the return loss is the poorest (worst value) need be 
recorded as shown in the Data Sheets, Table I and in Illustrative Example 4, For ~xamples 1 and 2 the Siemens
Halske Le•rel Tracer has been used because it was available. · Examples 3 - 5 use the more conventional oscilla
tor and a. c. voltmeter equipment which will be the case in m:)St instances. 

5,2 Illustrative Example 1 shows a 10 section (8.52 miles) 24-D-66 loaded cable with a short end section 
whose expected measured return loss is 21.4 db, The example demonstrates the effect on return loss when 

one loading coil at a time is removed (or reversed) consecutively. Figure (a) sh01,s the return loss first 
when coil No, 1 is missing, next with coil No. 2 missing, and finally with the 3rd coil missing. It is noted 
that this irregularity is immediately evident at the testing end because the return loss is approximately 2.5, 
6, and 8 db ,espectively, (The SRL value is obtained from the trace by algebraically adding the REC. level 
sho,m on the vertical scale with the db value corresponding to the frequency desired~ In Figure (b) coils 4, 
5 and 6 are missing, one at a time. Again, this becomes immediately apparent upon measurement because the 
resulting return loss is low; 11,5, 13, and 15,5 db respectively, With coil Nos. 7 and 8 missing as in Figure 
(c) the return loss improves, as would be expected, and the new values are now 17,5 and 19,4 respectively. 
When coil No. 9 is missing as in the bottom solid curve in Figure (d) the return loss is approximately 20,7 db. 
This is only a ,7 db lower than the expected value and the conclusion is, therefore, that this type of irregu
larity is not readily visible at the test end. The same observation is evident from the dotted curve which 
represents the condition with coil Nos. 9 and 10 missing which is equivalent to having a 11.25 KF end section. 
The return loss in this case is also 21,7 db, approximately, at 3400 Hz, approximately, Thus, as has been 
discussed previously "long" far-end sections (but not longer than 12 KF) cannot readily be identified at the 
test end. On the other hand when coils 8, 9, and 10 are missing (equivalent to a 16,5 KF end section) this 
irregularity becomes much more readily apparent because the resulting return loss is now 18.6 db (at 2400 Hz 
approximately) which is considerably less than the expected value of 21,4 db. In Figure (e) all 10 coils are 
in place. It can be seen that the difference between this curve and the bottom curve in Figure (d) is only 
about ,5 db, Having coil number 10 in place does not improve the return loss appreciably because the elec
trical length is rather long at approximately 11 db, The above clearly demonstrates the inherent limitation 
with the one-man test method, That is, when the circuit one-way attenuation is 10 db or greater it is diffi
cult to detect the presence of long-end section types of irregularities at the test end. If greater precision 
is required, the two-man method discussed in REA TE & CM-446 must be used, This situation is shown in Figure 
(f) with PBN1s used at each end. The solid line shows the case where all 10 coils are in place and the dotted 
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curve is with coil No, 10 missing, The return loss is approximately 36 db at 500 Hz with all the coils 
in place and 19 db at the same frequency when coil No, 10 is missing, Therefore, the two-man method is 
an excellent tool for detecting the presence of even small irregularities which the one-man method can
not do, 

5, 3 In Illustrative Example 2 a 24-D-66 line is shovm with a short end-section and 5 loading sections 
only, The expected return loss is 11 db, approximately, Figure (a) shows the return loss to be 3 

and 5,5 db with coils Noa. 1 and 2 missing, respectively, With coils 3 an.::! 4 missing the return loss is 
7, 5 and 10 db respectively and this is shown in Figure (b) , Figure ( c) shows the conditions with all 5 
coils in place and with coil number 5 missing, It should be observed that there is no great deal of 
difference between the two conditions so that it would be rather difficult to determine the existence of 
a long end section, 6,75 KF in this instance, With coils 4 and 5 missing and with coils 3, 4, and 5 
missing as shown in Figure (d) it becomes easier to detect the presence of far-end irregularities at the 
test end, Again, using the two-man method even a 6,75 KF end section is easily detected as shown in 
Figure (e), With all five coils in place the return loss is 37 db at approximately 900 Hz and this value 
drops to 13,5 db approximately when coil number 5 is missing. Therefore, with the two-man method it is 
very easy to detect the presence of a long end-section, 

5,4 Illustrative Example 3 shows several D-66 loaded cable pairs in an actual borrower's project all 
using 22 gauge exchange cable, The number of loading points for these loops varies from 6 to 16, 

The measured 0,C, SFSRL is shown at the frequencies of peaks and valleys (maximum and minimum readings) 
between 200 to 4000 Hz in this instance, The minimum SRL value for each pair is given, This value is 
marked with an asterisk, Comparing this minimum SRL value with the computed (i.e., expected measured) 
value, it is seen that good correlation exists, In pair number 71 with the short-end section, the cor
relation is within , 2 db which is excellent ( this is the difference between 16 and 16. 2 db) , In pair 
76 the correlation is 0,5 db which is also very good, In cable pair 53 the correlation is 0,3 db despite 
the long end section, The longer loops having 14 to 16 loading points also show good correlation, the 
1,orst value being 2,3 db for pair 52 and the best correlation 0,3 db for pair 53, The conclusion from 
the analysis of the data is the pairs are acceptable and no corrective action needs to be taken, 

5,5 In Illustrative Example 4 the results of the acceptance tests for an entire office are sh01-m tabu
lated in the Data Sheets, Table I. The outside plant is all 24-D-66 cable with 11short 11 end-section, 

Several interesting points become apparent when analyzing the results, It should be noted that in column 
five, under d, c.loop resistance, the values sh01m are the ones at the ground temperature of 430F, 

(a) All pairs tested check out good with the exception of pairs 205 and 345, which 
contain irregularities, 

(b) Most of the values measured are within 2 db of the value expected, There are 
several pairs which are very close to the expected value and these are sh01-m 
by an asterisk, 

(c) No measured value exceeds 20 db (pair 503) demonstrating the limitation with 
the one-man method when the one-way circuit attenuation becomes 10 db or 
greater. 

The conclusion from reviewing the data in Example 4 is that the outside plant meets the expected results 
and it is therefore acceptable, The exception to this is pairs 205 and 345 which need correction, It 
can be seen from the accompanying schematic for cable routes 33, 34, 35, 43, and 44 that both the con
sulting engineer and the contractor have done a good job in designing and constructing plant with only 
two pairs showing difficulty, 

5,6 In Illustrative Example 5 an EltS trunk has been tested using the one-man method, The plant is 
48,13 KF 24-D-66 cable and the expected loss is approximately 21 db, Reference to the lower curve 

in that figure indicates that a value of 20 db is obtained which is entirely acceptable, When the same 
pair is tested using PBN1 s at both ends the worst value for structural return loss becomes 34,5 at 3500 
Hz, 

5,7 In Illustrative Example 6, the noise generator is used, The facility makeup of the loops in ques-
tion is shown in Table III and the data in Table II. The correlation between the measured values 

and the computed or expected values is also sho,m, The correlation varies from ,5 db for pair number 
726 which has a "short" end section to 1.0 db for pair 261 which has a rather long end section, Again 
it should be pointed out that where the noise method is most effective is where circuit lengths tend to 
be electrically short. That is, for loop resistance which is less than 2000 ohms, Where the cable 
pairs tend to have more resistance than this, the measurement is not as accurate because irregularities 
can exist at the far end of the line under test, but this does not become evident at the measuring end, 

5,8 An additional example of the noise method is shown in Illustrative Example 7 with the data also 
tabulated in Table II, There the plant was essentially 22 gauge and the longest loop is 15o6 

ohms, In this instance, the far end sections were rather short, For this reason, the expected measured 
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REA TE & CM-432 

results correlate rather closely with the measured values, The worst correlation is only .6 db for pair 
number 18, This again helps in demonstrating that where the end sectio:-is are "short" rather good results 
can be expected if the loops are also electrically short. 

6, RECORDING RESULTS OF THE MEASUREMENTS 

6.1 In order that a meaningful evaluation of the results can be made, the data should be entered in the 
data sheets provided. These are Table I for the open circuit single frequency structural return 

loss and Table II for the open circuit echo str~ctural return loss. A sketch of the loop configuration is 
entered in Table III. A systematic recording of the data not only aids the analysis of the results but it 
also provides the project with a record which can be used for testing these lines on a routine basis 
thereafter, or when problems arise. 

6,2 The variation in engineering and construction practices, the procedure for obtaining the basic data 
necessary for making these structural return loss measurements, must be carefully planned in advance 

when acceptance tests on contract co:-istruction is contemplated. Some of the considerations are as follows: 

6,21 During the course of staking and construction it would be advantageous to accurately record the 
total loop length of each loaded loop on which tests are to be made. These then can be readily con

verted, by calculation, into the loop resistance required. 

6. 22 In some instances the contractor ma.y desire to check or measure loop resistance at the time of 
splicing, This could serve to verify calculated resistance measurements as well as the installed 

lengths of cable, Such measurements could then be used in the acceptance tests. 

6.23 In some instances it may be possible and advantageous to coordinate the loop resistance measure
ments with the station installation forces, which in _turn will provide the resistance data for the 

acceptance tests. This method also would be adaptable to the procedures outlined in TE & CM-445 where 
such tests are necessary, 

6.24 In other instances existing cable or subscriber record data, as to loop resistance, may be avail
able for the acceptance tests, However, it may be necessary to verify the accuracy of such data 

prior to their use. 
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l9, 22. OR 
24 GAUGE 

or 200J 

D-66 PEN I!o.l O c.' I 0 

(NOTE 1) 

!!OTB 1: BASIC END SECTIOII 
-- OF THIS llETvl'JRK AIID 

THOSE LISTED BELOW 
IS • 5 EIID SECTION 
(2250•). 

CEECO Tl'.1'E C-115 DL 
or CAC 115 DL 

RP 4oo D, H, L 
or 4o3B, A 

IiOTE 2: 

NOTE 3: 

l 
I 
I 

=ciiolA or I 

~~c6: TYPE I 
DC-1 DECADE I 
CAPACITOR OR I 
HlECISE TYPE 478 , 

SIHGLE GAUGE OllLY 19,22 OR 24D66 LOADED CABLE PAm UNDER TEST 

J.!EASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

I 
I 
I . . 

,1 
I _fl NO PEN REQUIRED .. 
If FAR-END MUST BE 
. OPEN CIRCUIT@. 

SET) IF THERE) CAN 
BE ON HOOK. 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS BEFORE READING ENTIRE PARAGRAPH 8) SECTION 445 

1. Connect the test equipment and cable pair under test as shown above. Be sure to strap or set PBN 
"gauge terminals" for same gauge as gauge of cable being measured. 

2. Throw DPDT switch to "CALIBRATE" position. Set oscillator frequency to 2000 Hz and vary output 
level until A.C.-VTVM reads O dbm (zero dbm); this completes calibration. Throw DPDT switch to 
"MEASURE" position. Do not change oscillator output level control. Set C2 to build-out cable end 
section to 2250' total. 

3. Vary oscillator frequency vernier) slowly) between 1000 to 3700 Hz and note the frequencies which 
give consecutive maximum (peak) and minimum (valley) readings on the A. C. Voltmeter. Read each 
peak and valley frequency and the minus dbm reading on the A. C. Voltmeter corresponding to each 
and enter the results in the "Data Sheets--Open Circuit Structural Loss)" Table I. 

4. Increase value of c2 from that in step (2) and repeat step (3). Note whether SRL becomes better or 
worse. (SRL becomes better as readings on A. C. Voltmeter get more negative). If SRL gets better 
this means that end section is electrically less than 2250 feet (though by length alone it is 2250 
feet). Vary C2 until the value is found that gives the best SRL. 

5. If by increasing C2 in step (4)) SRL gets worse) this means that the cable end section is longer 
than 2250 feet electrically. Return c2 to its original value in step (2) ~ogive 2250 feet end
section total). Increase c1 until the best possible SRL is obtained. Record the results in the 
"Data Sheet--OPEN CIRCUIT STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS) Table I. 

6. If by increasing c1 or C2 SRL gets worse) this means that the end section as built out in Step (2) 
to 2250 feet is not only 2250 feet in length but also 2250 feet electrically, which is the important 
thing. If this is the case) continue with the measurement as per item (3) and record the data in 
the "Data Sheet--Structural Return Loss Measurements." 

Figure 3 
OPEN CIRCUIT SINGLE FREQUENCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (O.C. SFSRL) MEASUREMENT OF ONE UNIFORM GAUGE ONLY 

FOR ENTIRE CIRCUIT LENGTH (19, 22 OR 24-D-66) - l 



19, 22, OR 
24, GAUGE 

l!P 200 CD 
or 200J 

D-66 PBN !lo. 1 ~ 

(IIOTE 1) 

IIOTE 1: BASIC E!ID SECTIOII 
-- OF THIS IIE'1',/0RK AJID 

THOSE LISTED BELO\< 
IS • 5 E!ID SECTION 
(2250•). 

CEECO TYPE C-115 DL AC-VT'lM 
or CAC 115 DL 

HP l!OO D, H, L 
or 403B, A 

TOOTl!PICK OUT 
BOT!! LINE AJID 

~= 

NOTE 3: 

CEECO C-lOlA 
or HYBRID lli 

~~c&: TYJ 
~;!c~! I 
PRECISE T1PE 

MIXED GAUGE 19, 22 or 24 D-66 PAIR UNDER TEST 

NEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

,4QillRED .. 
FAR-END MUST BE 
OPEN CIRCUITED. 
SET, IF THERE, CAN 
BE ON HOOK. 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS BEFORE READING ENTIRE PARAGRAPH 8, SECTION 445 

1. Connect the test equipment and cable pair under test as shown above. Set gauge of PBN for most 
predominant gauge adjacent to hybrid. 

2. Throw DPDT switch to "CALIBRATE" position. Set oscillator frequency to 2000 Hz and vary output 
level control until A.C. voltmeter reads O dbm (zero dbm); this completes calibration. Do not i 
change oscillator output level control. Throw DPDT switch to "MEASURE" position. Set C2 to build- i 
out cable end section to 2250' total. 

3. Vary oscillator frequency vernier, slowly, between 1000 to 3700 Hz and note the frequencies which 
give consecutive maximum (peak) and minimum (valley) readings on the A.C.-VTVM. Read each peak and 
valley frequency and the minus dbm reading on the A.C.-VTVM corresponding to each. Change gauge of 
PBN (if it is set for 19 gauge in step (1), change it to 22 or 24) and note if this improves the 
SRL. If it does, leave set for new gauge setting; if not, change back to original gauge. (VARYING 
GAUGE OF PBN WILL BE NECESSARY, DEPENDING ON ACTUAL CABLE LAYOUT, TO OBTAIN BEST SRL. ) Record best 
SRL in the "Data Sheet--Open Circuit Structural Return Loss," Table I. 

4. Increase value of C2 from that in step (2) and repeat step (3). Note whether SRL becomes better or 
worse. (SRL becomes better as readings on A.C.-VTVM gets more negative.) If SRL gets better this 
means that end section is electrically_less than 2250 feet (though by length along it is 2250 feet). 
Vary C2 until the value is found that gives the best SRL. 

5. If by increasing C2 in step (4)., SRL gets worse, this means that the cable end section is longer 
than 2250 feet electrically. Return c2 to its original value in step (2) (to give 2250 feet end
section total). Increase C1 until the best possible SRL is obtained (especially between 2500 to 
3000 cps). Record the results in the "Data Sheet--Open Circuit Structural Return Loss. 

6. If by increasing C1 or C2 SRL gets worse, this means that the end section as built out in step (2) 
to 2250 feet in length but also 2250 feet electrically, which is the important thing. If this is 
the case, continue with the measurement as per item (3) and record the data in the'Data Sheets." 

:f,· 

Figure 4 
OPEN CIRCUIT SINGLE FRE~UENCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (o.c. SFSRL) MEASUREMENT OF D-66 LOADED CABLES 

WITH MIXED 19, 22 or 24 GAUGES 



W.E. CO. TYPE 201B 
OR N.E. ELECTRONICS 

TTS-56 

19, 22, OR 
24 GAUGE 

-~ TOOTHPICK OUT 
BOTH LINE AND 
C.O. SIDES OF 
MDF PROTEC'IOR --

D-66 P.BN No. 10 ! c,r' I" O Y 
(HOTE 1) (NOTE 3) r---f 

NOTE l: BASIC END SECTIOH 
-- OF THIS NETivORK AND 

THOSE LISTED BELOW 
IS • 5 END SECTION 
(2250•). 

CEECO TYPE C-115 DL. 
or CAC 115 DL 

NOTE 2: CEECO C-lOl.A or 
-- HYBRID IN 

FIGURE 9-
NOISE I NOTE 3: HEATH co. TYPE 
~ DC-1 DECADE 

W.E. CO. TYPE 3A CAPACITOR OR 

*With W.E. Co. 455B wgt. network 
or equivalent. 

UNIFORM GAUGE 19, 22 or 24-D-66 
PAIR UNDER TEST 

OR N.E. ELECTRONICS PRECISE TYPE 478 
TTS-37)3 l MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 

NO PBN REQUIRED. 
FAR-END MUST BE ----OPEN CIRCUITED 
IF TESTING ENTIRE 
LEAD TEL. SET 
CAN BE ON HOOK. 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS BEFORE READING ENTIRE PARAGRAPH 8, SECTION 445 

1. Calibrate the 3A NMS by itself and the 201B by itself before proceeding with the measurement 
according to Calibration instructions. 

2. Connect the test equipment and cable pair under test as shown above. Be sure to strap or 
set PBN 11gauge terminals 11 for same gauge as gauge or cable being measured. 

3. Throw DPDT switch to 11CALIBRATE" position. Set 110UTPUT ATTEN.11 pad of 201B noise generator 
to the 8 db position and note the reading on the 3A NMS. 3A should read 89 dbrn-C. (Function 
switch of 3A must be in "NM 600" position and "C-Message Network" must be plugged in.) If 
3A reads slightly higher or lower than this adjust "OUTPUT ATTEN." pad of 201B until the 89 
dbrn-C is obtained on the 3A NMS. This complet-es calibration. Throw DPDT switch to "MEASURE" 
position. Do not change 201B output level control. 

4. Read dbrn-C reading in 3A NMS. Vary c2 and/or c1 until lowest (best) reading is obtained in 
3A NMS. This is the best reading and it is the one which should be recorded. 

5. The echo open circuit structural return loss (ESRL) in db is the difference between: 
(ESRL = 89 - dbrn-C reading, step (4) in db. 

6. Record the data in DATA SHEET - ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (ESRL) FOR D-66 LOADING, TABLE II 

FIGURE 5, OPEN CIRCUIT ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (o.c. ESRL), UNIFORM 24, 22, 19 D-66 



W. E. CO. TYPE 201B 
OE N. E. ELECTRONICS 

TTS-SG 

19, 22, OR 
24 GAUGE 

D-66 Pllll !io. 1~ lr.1 

➔~ 

--CAL. 

TOOTHPICK OUT 
BOTH LillE MID 
C.O. SlllES OF 
J,IDF PROTECTOR 

:slIBE I 

(HOTE 1) (!iOTE 3)---+---+-~ 

NOTE l: BASIC EIID SECTION 
--- OF THIS !IETWORK AIID 

THOSll LIS= BELOW 
IS • 5 EIID SECTIOI! 
(2250'). 

CEECO T'iPE C-ll5 DL 
or CAC ll.5 DL 

~--1---+--i !IOTE 2: CEECO C-lOlA OH 
--- l!YllRlll TI-I 

FIGURE 9. 

I 
NOISE I NOTE 3: ]!EAT!! co. TYPE 

. SET . DC-l DECADE 
W.E. CO. TYPE }A CAPACITOR OR 
OR N.E. ELECTRONICS PRECISE TYPE 478 

TTS-37B 

➔~ With W .E. Co. 455B wgt. network 
or equivalent. 

MIXED GAUGE 24, 22 or 19-D-66 
PAIR UNDER TEST 

MEASURDIE!IT PROCEDURE 

NO PBN REQUIRED. 
FAR-END MUST BE ---OPEN CIRCUITED. 
IF TESTING ENTIRE 
LEAD SUBSCRIBER'S 
TEL. SET CAN BE 
ON-HOOK. 

DO NOT ATTEMPT MEASUREMENTS BEFORE READING ENTIRE PARAGRAPH 8, SECTION 445 

1. Calibrate the JA NMS by itself and the 201B by itself before proceeding with the measurerrent 
according to Calibration instructions. 

2. Connect the test equipment and cable pair under test as shown above. Be sure to strap or 
set PBN ngauge terminalsn for same gauge as the cable gauge. 

J. Throw DPDT switch to ncALIBRATE" position. Set "OUTPUT ATTEN.11 pad of 201B noise generator 
to the 8 db position and note the reading on the JA NMS. The 3A should read 89 dbrn-C. 
(Function switch of JA NMS must be on 11NM 600 11 position and 11C-Message Network" must be 
plugged in.) If 3A reads slightly higher or lower than this, adjust HQUTPUT ATTEN. n pad 
of 201B until the 89 dbrn-C is obtained on the JA. This completes calibration. Throw 
DPDT switch to 11MEASURE11 position. Do not change 201B output level pad. 

4. Read dbrn-C reading in JA NMS. Vary c2 or c1 until lowest (best) reading is obtained on JA. 
Next, vary the gauge of PBN No. 1 until the reading on 3A becomes the lowest possible. (This 
procedure involves varying c1 , c2, gauge of PBN No. 1 until the combination is found which 
produces the lowest reading on the JA NMS.) The lowest reading on the JA is the reading to 
record. 

5. The open circuit echo structural return loss (ESRL) in db is: (ESRL 89 - dbrn-C reading, 
step (4) in db. 

6. Record the data in DATA SHEET - ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (ESRL) FOR D-66 LOADING? TABLE II 

FIGURE 6 OPEN CIRCUIT ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS (o.c. ESRL) MIXED GAUGE 24, 22, 19, D-66 
j 



ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 1-10 SECTIONS 24-D-66 "SHORT" END-SECTION 
EFFECT ON O.C. SFSRL DUE TO MISSING COILS AND 11LONG11 END SECTIONS 

NOTE: EXPECTED ME&S~RED LOSS IS 21.4 DB, APPROXIMATELY 
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Dotted: Coil No. 8 missing 
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READ AS FOLLOWS: 
For any frequency 
add algebraically •1 
REC. level value with o 
db in vertical scale -1 
corresponding to 
frequency. 

Example: Fig. (e) 
3500 Hz: 

REC, - 2o 
Vertical - 3.0 
Total -23 
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Fig. (e) 
All coils in place 

Fig. (f) 
PBN1s at each end. 
Solid curve: All coils in place 
Dotted: Coil No. 10 missing 



ILUJSTiV,TIVE EXAMPLE (2). FIVE SECTIONS 2h-L•-66 11SHORT11 END-SECTIOJ.'lS 
EFFECT ON O.C. SFSRL DUE TO tUSSING COILS AND 11LONG11 END-SEGTIO:rn 
NOTE: EXPECTED MEASURED O.C. SFSRL IS 11 D.3 APPROXIMATELY. 
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Note: RSC. Level :i.G -10 



ILLUSTt1ATIVE EXAMPLE 3 
CUNNINGHAM Tt};L, co./ KANSAS, 2 2 - D-66 LOOPS 

CABLE PAIR #57 CABLE PAIR #53 CABLE PAIR #51 
14 WAD POINTS 14 LOAD POINTS 16 LOAD POIN'rS 
E!IJ"D 3EG'TION 1620 1 END SECTION 13,282' E1m SECTION 91-1-18, 
EKPEGTED WSS 18.9 db E:(PEGTED LOSS 18. 9 db EXPECTED LOSS 21.6 db 

Freq. Hz 0CSRL-db :f:i:~---li_~ OCSRL-db Fr~. Hz OCSRL-dh ------

530 22 l-1-10 25'.8 J50 27 
770 18 700 '2J.2 600 19.5 

1060 22.8 930 25. 2 860 27 
1340 17 0 9➔(· 1200 19.5' 1000 20➔:-

1610 22.2 1430 24.5 12LiO 213 
1900 1-:3 1700 19. 2➔f lLO•') 21.5 
2100 21 1900 24 1660 29.5 
2350 19 2200 20.5 1900 22.s 
2~·50 _") 21.5 2400 22 2000 _27 
2750 18.8 2600 20.6 2200 24 
3300 22.5 2800 23.5 2350 27.5 
3500 18 3200 20.8 2600 23 
3650 30,5 y:;oo 30 27.~0 31 
3800 19 3600 19.8 29:50 23.5 
l-1-000 35 3800 36.9 3300 J;J.5 

4000 10 r.' ,' . _;; 3500 21.2 
3600 43 

CABLE PAIR #52 CABLE'. PAIR //13 3750 22 
16 LOA-i1 ?OINT.S 6 LOAD POINTS 3900 45 
E~TD .SEC'rION 3!+201 EXPECTED LOSS 8.1 db 4000 22.5 
EXPEG'rED WSS 21.6 db 

Freq. Hz 0CSRL-db CABLE PAIR #71 
Freq. Hz, OCSHL-db 12 IDA.D POINTS ----

Fi\JD SECTION 1388 1 

650 13.8 EXPECTED LOSS 16. 2 db 
420 2_5.5 l~.40 9.8➔~ 
680 19.5 2000 11 Freq. Hz OC3RL-db 
910 24.9 2500 9Q8 

1140 19. 3➔~ 3000 25 
1380 25.2 .3500 11 590 18.8 
1600 19.8 4000 13 930 16.5 
18ho 26.5 1260 21 
2050 20.5 CA.Brn PAIR #76 1605 16➔~ 
2250 26 7 LOAD POINTS 1900 2L2 
2450 21.7 EXPECTED LOSS 9.5 db 2200 18 
2650 26.5 2400 20 
2850 21.2 Freg,. Hz OCSRL-db 2700 17.5 
3100 27.5 -·---- 3300 33 
3350 21.2 3400 21.5 
3,00 50 750 lJ.8 3600 25.5 
3700 21.J J.102 13.6 3800 17.5 
3800 47 1940 lh.5 
3900 22.5 3100. lOl~ 
4000 26 4000 25 / 
4200 18 v 



TABLE I 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 4 

OUTSil)E PLAN1' .('.CCEF'.11ANCE '.l'ESTS DATA SrlliET 
OPEN CIRCUIT SINGLE ~REQUENCY STRUC'..L'UR.I\.L RE~'URN LOSS 

(o.c. SFSRL) D-66 SUBSCRIBER LOOPS 

( 1) REA rnoJ. DESIGN<M 5~ -~ f ( 2) FJCCHANGE Hf\l,m C ( 3) '.l'EMP. Arn 
(If Aerial)} GD. S(,3~ Buried) (4) TESTERS S ~5) DATE MEASU-RE-'J'-,1E-,N-'11-S 

_L ¥4/fo 7 (6) OSC.~W9"_Li(7) A.C. VOLTHETER .. (8) HYBRIDf //2_6_ 
(9T PBN No. 1 /1.<;:LJ~ ___ (lol-GA ~ 1/ OTHrn: 11 Cl IYO!V E MF 12 C2nN£ 
___ MF (13) OSC. OU'l'PU'r LEVEL _______ DBM (Directly intobOO ohm resistor) -

In a line diagram in enclosed sheet (Table Ia) show: (a) Type of loading system} 
(b) All gauges and length of each} (c) As-built lene;th of each full-loading section} 
(d) As-built length of ee.ch end-section} (e) CBO} amount and location} (f) Plant 
buried or aerial} (g) Plant new or existing} (h) 1\,_ge of plant if exisitpg. 

fcABLE LEAD ID, c. 1OO£RisrsTANCE=IN OHMS ·l M1Nurur-1 _o. c. SFSRLl:N DB l 
CABLE PR,IOR ROUTE -,- .. COMPUTED MFASURED i l•iEASURED - COMPUTED 1 7~rr!2

~

1~P}~LI-~~~1Tii~-:srr17-·71r•-~-< 
9' II __:_L9-~ l/s;,<" /. ~ / 7. c 

:.~ ~::-:;---1 : ----: i if 1Jf~-: ~ ~ ;· i 
/ 6 f I I I I - / 9 ~ I I/_,, Cl /, :) / 7, -:,, 
/ 8 /I I . / r;, / _;, I/ 1 \ I' '/' / -1/'. ',S-

E). t.,, l l~A I i I~~ o 11c<i <-- /, ;J 11n 1 
J. 7 II I I / f? /i / /,<:'; /J /. ? / 0. 7 

,.;)_ g II I I -- / 79e:, J,<;, ~ /.,;,, I /(,, .:l ---

// (A3 /7R~ If. c- /.3 /0, / 
_,~~-~-l----.,--j--'---Jr--·~- _L/__,7t__L...,77,__-----4~'-'<---j-C~-+--'--"'-.L-=.----, 
&£ 

I/ 

/I 
II.'>"; o .:J, CJ /lo () 
L!l.,11 J, ~ I 

I I 
/3 IS: o ,) 7 /7,J . 

II I/~ . .;i_ I ~ J.~-: ~ 
/~,<"" /, '.:? 1.,-:.1-

NOTE: To convert resistance to a different temperature adjust resistance 
by l percent for each 5 degrees F. change in temperature. 



TABLE I 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 4 (CON'T.) 

OUTSIDJ<: PLANT .{\CCEPTANCE 'l'ESTS DATA SHEET 
0:PEN CIRCUIT SDTGLE E;REQ,UENCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS 

(o.c. SFSRL) D-66 SlfBSCRIBER T,()OPS 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGN.LA, ,.5,-J,.r F(2) EXCHANGE NAME Cb 1 rJ(J_D (3) TEMP. AIR __ _ 
(If Aerial), GD.~ . If Buried) (4) TESTERS E[s fR6m(5) DA'l'E MEASUREMENTS 

__j_ ~ / C, /u.z_ ( 6) OSC. )Ip d ~ 1/'8 ( 7) A. C. VOLTMETER /-¥) rtJ 3)? ( 8) HYBRID ____c:1_j_QL'.&__ 
( 9) 'faw' No. 1 /le-;: LJL ( 16) GA d I/ O'TIIER: ( n) c1 __ ~_MF' ( 12) c2 
___ MF' (13) OSC. OU'l1PU'l1 LEVEL _______ DBM (Directly into 600 ohm resistor"J 

In a line diagram in enclosed sheet (Table Ia) show: (a) Type of loading system, 
(b) All gauges and length of each, (c) As-built .length of each full-loading section, 
(d) As-built length of each end-section, (e) CBO, amount and location~ (f) Plant 
buried or aerial, (g) Plant new or existing, (h) 11.ge of plant if exisitpg. 

cABLE-rEAD 112,._9. Loop RES-ISTANcE ri~ oHMs, · MlNIMUl11 Lo. c. sFsRITl'f·oo 
CAB~ PR. OR ROUTE .bfOMPUTED j_MEA:_S_URED .. MEASUR~D I- COMPUTED 

~.!JD.~ill]!!~~}is_rL.)-~-:L lz:'o· ''™Q:...•........-,----· 
L. ~ . .3 I -~ -:' , . 
,:~ J - ·11 1--.LL(/-Y·~· ,L-·----¼-L.-,L/-'--LL-t--'..L,.....--'---+--...L-a'-;--'',---------j 

_,..,_._,,_ L_ -----1,·~11 __ ....;'----t---
.1'-- "1 I ' ~- ------..---1---- 1--L-LJL..~'----t-~'--"-+--'...LL.J=--+---<-,'-'-'"-------i 

r "2 
I -;,i-:-'/ ----,f----,:-----1 

~~~,----//,---:---+--· 

-~ .11 I 
t-~~....,__,- I 

.3, -<;:,;- r· _ _:..:. __ -!-----l------li--L(.t.'LLL._L_-f-LJ..£....t-+-P-.J__----f _ _,,_~~-----. 

f---,--l------!-----f-----t----,;,,..-;-r;---f---::--i--::;--;:::--i---;-:=,--;;:;:,;-----i 

I :7 I---'--'-""'--"''-- -......>..,.,11, ..... 1/ _____ --t---_ 

-,....,~-, II 

-~<-+-1-~·-1-lc---¼------t--

r.:__, --1----li_;_- -_----~--:--t--:::--::-t----:-:~::------i 1---~-,-1-----fi 

~ 

To convert resistance to a different temperature adjust resistance 
by 1 percent for each 5 degrees F. change in temperature. 



TABLE I 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 4 (CON'T.) 

OUTSIDJ<~ PIJ\.N'l' {I.CCEPTANCE TESTS DATA SllliE'J.' 
OPEN CIHCUI'r SINGLE ~REQUE:NCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS 

(o.c. SFSRL) D-66 SUBSCRIBER LOOPS 

(1) Hf,;/\. ]'f{().J. ]lF:[UCN~8..,S9i.3f-J·2) 1':XC/11\NGE NAMt•~ C hJ .• ~.,,.d~ (3) TEMR~ AIR 
(H J\f'rinl ), GlJ,_J{J__ 1f:r Buried) (h) TES'I'F,RS£Jis//}JJ/?f5) DATE MEASU_R_EME_N_T_S 

/c)./&/_-'2_2_(6) OSC.,d.e_~ti9'L-?('r) A.C. VOLTMETER Iii?.. ~5'12(8) HYBRIDC/~/A 
T9)7Pilr<No. l ____ ,1.'./£_,Dt. ____ TioTcA ;;'/___OTHER: n:1rc1 - MF (12f'c2 . 

MI~ (l3) m;c. OU'J'l'U'1' LRVEL _______ DBM (Directly into 600 ohm resist~ 
In n ):inc djne,rmn fo enclosed sheet ('J'able Ia) show: (a) Type of loading system, 
(b) ~l:"!:. gnuges nnu length of each, (c) As-built length of each full-loading section, 
(a) .l\s-bun.t lcngLh of each end-section, (e) CBO, amount and location, (f) Plant 
bur.led or aerial, (e;) Plant new or exJsUng, (h) "Ase of plant if exisitpg. 

·-----------.,--~-.,,.--~--~~--,· 
C.I\.BJ,I•: rn./\D D,C.LOOP HESIS'rANCE IN OHMS MINIMUM ,o.c •. SFSRL'IN DB 

CABJ.J,; J>H. OH HOll'l'J•: COMPU'l'l;:lJ MEASURED MF:ASURED COMPUTED 
NUMI\RH m:mnNA'UON,GB li'. ~ 

""""'"""".....,.,_,..,_ # ............ .,,, .. .,,,,..,.,.,.,,,. "'~-~~+........,;;,:.--J.~"'--~--~--....,.----r---~"'!:""'-----1 
..SX2. . - - ~1- -----I-------l-__;:::LL..Lf5;i--t,.£.J"'-.Ui~~,.,--1---4-":::'-:~----t 

_SJ2.Z ___ . -·· --q-----L----l-----li--.LZ1..iL..J.~--l--'~-U.¼--'-:.!..L--l--~!!.'-:~---i 

·-----y-

// 

--c-/ (p-= ·-- __ 1~1 ________ __, _ __..u,ua__-¥-~'...-f-=~:--J-4---.~/£-------1 

_s__Lz __ . __ ___!,,_'l __ -1----+------jf---'ar.+#IA-----fL.L..U."':71-"'';'-:;;f--i--J-.=--------i 
-1..z_ __ __ :~---1-----+-----1----~:----li'-9;..1.£...+-,~~+-,7;--:z----i 
c- /I 

NO'J'g; 

I 

I/ 

'l'o ('01\Vert resistance to a different temperature adjust resistance 
by L percent for each 5 degrees F. change in temperature. 



~ 

. DATA SHEET - SINGLE FREQUENCY STRU<..'TURAL RETURN LOSS ~~SFSRL) For D-66 Loading 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGK. /.?pl{ S2$ £' . (2) rn.GRDUP~H41"DAJUT0Se.41f#'(f) TOLLW,SPEC.(Circle One) 
(4) MEASURINC 'BETWEEN ~lh~~OAJU tAl_ T0P6Al.z (S) (5) TRUNK No.LOC- A ___ ,LOC.:B_(o)PAIR.No. LOC 

)
A_J/t) • LOC.:S ___ ('1') TEHP.AIR (:f3#) _0 I:. (If Burie,i) (8) TESTERS (!~ L'lf:_.e,tl?f/ 

(9) . D,'.>.TE .. MEASMS ✓-:Z--? ....... -4--.2'. ____ _ 
In line diagram below show: (10) Type of loading svstc;n, (11) ALL gaugefl and length of each, (12) as
built length r,f ~ach full-loadiag section, (13) As-Built len,!,~'i of each end-section, {14) CBO, amount 
and loc·ations, (15) Junctio:1 Comp,·nsiitc-r, if used, (16) Plant \>uried or aerial, (17)·Plant new or 
existing, ) AgL iof plant if c:isting. 

35 

O}U (19) I 
I! z. I 

--~HY.. 27 Z2 
~ , __ , I 

l I 

h ~--· ·- t l 

44'13_....!!_,fZ'I =-1.-tf ./-177 x~N?5 A ,1-19.3 J("/491 ;11 4(S'tJtJ x J/4SZ J< UUS: 

AL.L. NE~ Z.<I ~A. 8V~/£0 
-1a. 

P/C., 

! 
I 

t--+--+-+----r--~----1---~~-----r--+-~-----+----+---~--__,.---c 
i 

. t 
I i 

·--t· 

,..-.---
-· r-• j-

i ! ,i.,... __ 1'_ 

I 

-+ ··• -♦• • --T , 

·-t- ; ~ ... .;.._ 
I i, I I -1·--r----- --t--

I 

4- •·t -4 
···~~-· 

.J 

~23) 
c3 (zl) -

EQPT.TYPE 
(19) OSC HP 2~.../4 
(20) AC-VTVM #," ../P31/ 
(21) ffi.'B C IR/A 
(22) PBN NO.l 11~-DJ, 
( 2 3) P:aN NO. :?. .. L.L£12.J.. 
PBN NO. l 
(24) GA_..,.,?.J.4 __ _ 

J>RN N0.2 
(:' ~,) GA._=·2:...,4 __ _ 

' f. ' ·-t I~ 

30 f 7 ~ v~ ~---1H-:-" .. ~•-~ E? 3 co 1 · , IJ:.uI~ · ~ -~ =~ ~ 5 , 
,S ~ ~.: ~c~ ~ r ~·t-· ~ , ·+-· t---t·-~ -~ -+--~_:~.Li~ ~-i 1 ~Q 

-·:--~ -+· ,. 
OTHER 

s:: 

.s 
(I) 

~ 25 
1 
E 
0 

~ 
~ 

20 
r 

-• 

: 

i -- -• -~---~ 

+ 

--r-·-t-··-r--4-
f- -.l. •.. ,..__. .. - ..... -~ . •• ...L ••.•. 

' +- .. --+---- ~ --4--- -

' -·~ •-·•·. --

' ' I ' -r--.,--. .,. . -1~· . - -+- ....... . ♦• -

I ' i 1

1 H' . ---+-- t-4- 7-· --~---~ ·-;·--i--- · f··~ , 
. -.--i. . .,.. ~-- t -r· - t -➔-- ~ --r- - ··-r•--.... --.r-~·- t. ·t-1-+ 

-- ,-•-+ 

;,. . + .. {--i---- -4--, . 

; t ' ' ' I I , 
1 

' • - -· ...,_ 'f"" •••• ---•·r·--• -+ + " · ··i· -• ,- 1 ' ' ' I 1 15 I I ' I I 

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
Frequency KC/S 

(26) c1 () MF 
(27) c2 () MF 
(28) c3 12()()~ MF 
(L9) OSC. OSL. LEV.l 

t:A.t. .JL_2t2. H DBH 



ILIDSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 6 
TABLE II 

OUTSIDE PLANT ACCEPTANCE TESTS DATA SHEET 
OPEN CIRCUIT ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS 

(o.c. ESRL) D-66 SU13SCRIBER LOOPS 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGN. ~,c, 509 (2) EXCHANGE NAME CoueJNE.Y 
(If Alr·a1) GD. 4,(0 (If Buried) (4)TESTERS 

5 DATEMEASMS. 'I- Z. 6 EQUIThlENT TYPE: (6) NOISE GEN . 
.µ.._.t....i.......,,~:--11-'-'-'~- 7) NMS tv HYBRID A L Tc.C ( 9) PEN No. 1 C I/ ["'O L 

'ZZ. 2. OTHER: - MF (12) C2 - MF 
(13) NOISE GEN. LEVEL. Cf b DBRNC (Directly into Noise-metalic 600 ohm 
position~ In line diagram in enclosed sheet (Table Ila) show: (a) Type of loading 
system, (b) All gauges and length of each, ( c) As-built length of each full
loading section; (d) As-built length of each end-section, (e) CEO, amount and 
location, (f) Plant buried or aerial, (g) Plant new or existing, (h) Age of 
plant if existing. 

D.C.LOOP OCESRL IN DB 
CABLE PAIR CABLE LEAD OR RESISTANCE(*) 

NUMBER ROUTE DESIGNATION IN OHMS MEASURED GUMJ:'U'l'J!.l! 

72i, 138'5 12, 0 l'Z•? 
7n ID38 f:.?,:; 9, ·~ 
"/() ll7'l. tD D in,/., 
?½I ~ 2.2.0 lri, /J II. () 
7 ~() 1::,oq fltf' 11,8 
-, I I :;, o'C-1 ,q, 7 Q,4 , V 

NOTE~ (*)circle one COMPUTED, MEASURED 



TABLE III - FACILITY SKETCH 

In line diagram show: (a) Type of loading 
system) (b) All gauges and length of each) (c) As-built length of each full
loading section.,(c1) As-built length of each end-::,ection) (e) CBO) amount and 
location) (f) Plant buried or aerial) (g) Plant new or existing) (h) Age of 
plant if existing. 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 6 

OC ESRL MEASUREMENTS 22/24 GAUGE, D-66 LOOPS 
YADKIN VALLEY TEL. MEME. CORP. COURNEY EXCH. 

Pair #726 
- - - - - - -('{") \.D CT\ t:---- co ...::t 0 t:----

rl t:---- rl rl C\1 ('{") 

LI'\ ('{") ...::t ...::t LI'\ LI'\ 

- - I -...::t Lr'I co 
...::t N...::t 
LI'\ N rl BL ~ ...::t 

*· ¾ ...::t .x ...::t :x: ...::t -if- ...::t X 
...::t 

* ...::t1t-'_!'""'1t~"~ C\1 

I 

22-D-66 : 19 ga 

Pair #70 - - - I -
...::t t:---- t:---- rl LI'\ I LI'\ 
0 CT\ t:---- \.D LI'\ I LI'\ 

I co l rl ('{") ...::t ...::t rl I (Y) 

C\1 ...::t ...::t ...::t LI'\ I rl 
X X ¾ X I 

I 
I 

24-D-66 :BW-19 

Pair #19 18.SKF >-: ,- 5928
1 -'7 - - - - I - -...::t LI'\ 0 0 \.DI 0 C\I 

G 
CT\ CT\ CT\ C\1 \.DI t:---- ...::t 
0 ('{") ...::t ...:t ...:ti co C\1 
C\1 aw• J( ...:t -*·; -¼=-;;t ,E ...::ti J( 

...:t (Y) 
I ,.. * .. 

24-D-66 ~: 22-D-66 : 19 ga 
I I 

I 

Pair #261 
- - - - - - - - I -
('{") CT\ co rl rl CX) CX) C\1 I co 

I co I LI'\ LI'\ C\1 C\1 CT\ ...::t C\1 ...::t I ...::t 
C\1 ...::t ...::t ...:t ...::t ...::t ...::t rl I co 
C\1 X ...::t X ... 2 X ...:t X ...::t POX ...::t J( 

...::t JC t:---- I d I 

22-D-66 ~ : 19 ga 
I 
I 

Pair #730 - - - - - - -
('{") \.D CT\ t:---- co ...::t 0 t:---- ...::t 

co] 
rl CT\ rl t:---- rl rl C\1 ('{") CT\ 

l 
('{") ...::t LI'\ ('{") ...::t ...:t LI'\ LI'\ t:----
C\1 ...:t ...::t ...::t ...:t ...::t ...::t ...::t \.D 

X X * X * ]( ]£ X 
All 22-D-66 

Pair #71 
- - - - -...::t t:---- t:---- rl LI'\ CT\ 

[3 
0 CT\ t:---- \.D LI'\ \.D rl ('{") ...:t ...::t rl LI'\ C\1 

X 
...::t ...::t ...::t LI'\ rl X X X 

24-D-66 19 ga 



ILI.,USTRATIVE EXAMPLE 7 
TABLE II 

OUTSIDE PLANT ACCEPTANCE TESTS DATA SHEET 
OPEN CIRCUIT ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS 

(o.c. ESRL) D-66 SUBSCRIBER LOOPS 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGN. r-,,11NN, 5'41 (2) EXCHANGE NAME C'le.v5 
(If Aerial), GD. S-0 o ---(..-I_f_B_ur_i-ed ....... ),......_,..(..,..4~)T_E_S'rERS IR --,---.--

(5) DATE MEASMS . .,,....-t-----:--EQUIINENT TYPE: (6) NOISE GEN • 
..-'.-'-=::--::::.::::-::-''!"--'.~-=( 7) NMS , , i T HYBRID A>-1 CC. ( 9) PBN No. 1 C 11 S p~ 

10 GA _ OTHER: 11 - MF (12) c2 - MF 
(13) NOISE GEN. LEVEL. ,90 DBRNC (Directly into Noise-metalic 600 ohm ~ 
position) In line diagram in enclosed sheet (Table IIa) show: (a) Type of loading 
system, (b) All gauges and length of each, (c) As-built length of each full
loading section. (d) As-built length of each end-section, (e) CBO, amount and 
location, (f) Plant buried or aerial, (g) Plant new or existing, (h) Age of 
plant if existing. 

OCESRL IN DB 
ABLE PAIR 

NUMBER 
CABLE LEAD OR 

ROUTE DESIGNATION 

D.C,LOOP 
RESISTANCE(-K·) 

IN OHMS MEASURED 

8-ff ~ 4534• )( 4412
1 ~ 453§' 

LP8 LP9 LPlO 

~---···-----
PAIR 
NO. 

20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 

NOTE! (*)circle one COMPUTED, €s~ 

All 22-D-66 

END SECTION 
KF 

2.25 
2.83 
2.51 
2.51 
0.73 
0.73 



TABLE I 

OUTSIDE PLANT iccEPTANCE TESTS DATA SHEET 
OPEN CIRCUIT SINGLE ~REQUENCY STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS 

(o.c. SFSRL) D-66 SUBSCRIBER LOOPS 

( 1) REA PROJ. DESIGN. ( 2) EXCHANGE NAME ______ ( 3) TEMP. AIR 
OF' (If Aerial), GD. OF (If Buded) (~) TESTERS _____ (5) DATE MEASUR_EME_• -~-,N-'l'-S 

(6) osC::-- ('() A.C. VOLTi'LE'l'ER_~~--(8) HYBRID 
~(9~)-P-HN_N_o_.--:1:-- --(10) GA _____ OT!Irn: (11) Cl ____ MF ..,..(1-.2~)-c2--

MF ( 13) OSC. OU'l'PUT LEVEL _______ DBM (Directly into 600 ohm resistorf" 
---
In a line diac;rom in enclosed sheet ('l'able Ia) sh0w: (a) 'l'ype of loading system, 
(b) All gauges and length of each, (c) As-bui_lt length of each full-loading section, 
(d) As-built length of each end-section, (e) CBO, amount and location, (f) Plant 
buried or aerial, (g) Plant new or existing, (h) ~ge of plant if exisitng. 

CABLE IBAD L. C. LOOP RESISTANCE IN OHMS 
CABLl': l'I-'. OF ROUTE COJ,1PUTED. MEASURED 
!llJll,BJm 

MINIMUM O.C. SFSRT, IN DB 
ViF.ASURED COMPUTED 

PH FtUX),. 

1-------4---- - ----lf-----l--------1r------t----+----+---------~ 

---If----+---··.··• -t-------t---t------1-------~ 

··-r------+----,f-----+---------1 
1-------1 ---···---+----+-- - i-------+---+----+---------1 

---+--__,. ____ _ 
---+----,.'--- --·t-------+---1----+---------t 

I 

I 

---- -•·---- ---+---~-- ··---t--------t~--t------lf-----------1 

-----+------+-----1---·- ------+---r-----+---------1 

-----1- ----~---+----- ------+---+----+---------1 

1------1------+-----I--·-·- ·------1---+----+---------I 
1------l----------1------t-------+---+----+---------I 

-----+----··-----1-----'----+------~---l---+---------i 

I 

To convert resistance to a different temperatu~e adjust resistance 
by 1 percent for each 5 degrees F. change in temperature. V 



TABLE II 

OUTSIDE PLA:NT ACCEPTANCE TESTS DATA SHEET 
OPEN CIRCUIT ECHO STRUCTURAL RETURN LOSS 

(o.c. ESRL) D-66 SUBSCRIBER LOOPS 

(1) REA PROJ. DESIGN. (2) EXCHANGE NAME 
( 3) TEMP. AIR --0-F-_(-If_A_e_r-ial)) GD ·-""="'-=-~~---0-F--,-( _If_B_ur_i_· e-d~)--,-( 4,....,_)T-E-STERS 

(5) DATE MEASMS. __ -,-,..-.-__ EQUIFMENT TYPE: (6) NOISE GEN. 
------(7) NMS __ ~ ___ ( 8)HYBRID __ -,----r-_( 9) PEN No. 1 
(10)GA _______ OTHER: (11) Cl ______ MF (12) c2 ____ ~===-=MF--
(13) NOISE GEN. LEVEL. ______ DBRNC (Directly into Noise-metalic 600 ohm 
position) In line diagram in enclosed sheet (Table IIa) show: (a) Type of loading 
system) (b) All gauges and length of each) (c) As-build length of each full-· 
loading sectio!} (d) As-built length of each end-section) (e) CBO) amount and 
location) (f) Plant buried or aerial) (g) Plant new or existing) (h) Age of 
plant if existing. 

D,C,LOOP * OCESRL IN DB 
K;ABLE PAIR CABLE LEAD OR RESISTANCE( ) 

NUMBER ROUTE DESIGNATION IN OHMS MEASURED L.:UlVJ.l:°U'l'EJJ 

NOTE: (*) 
Circle one COMPUTED) MEASURED 



TABLE III 

In line diagram show: (a) Type of loading system, (b) All gauges and length 
of each, (c) As-Built length of each full-loading sectio~d) As-built length 
of each end-section, (e) CBO, amount and location, (f) Plant buried or aerial, 
(g) Plant new or existing, (h) Age of plant if existing. 


